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Calling all staff, parents and students over 14:
SPADS is recruting new members

www.spads-drama.co.uk 

Want to sing, dance,
act or just help out?

Come and join SPADS! 

On Sunday 28 April, Hitchin Boys’ School’s Intermediate Public 
Speaking team came second in the national finals of the Rotary Club’s 
Youth Speaks Competition, held this year at the University of Hull. The 
Rotary Club hold this annual competition to help young people gain 
invaluable experience in preparing and delivering a speech to an 
audience.

The team was made up of Lee Brown (Year 8), who chaired the 
presentation, Humza Lone (Year 8), who was the main speaker, and 
Rory McPhee (Year 7), who proposed the vote of thanks.

The subject of their talk was “School: the happiest days of our lives?”. 
The team’s journey began when they won the first round at the 
Queen Mother Theatre in Hitchin, in January of this year. They then 
represented Hitchin Boys’ School and the town of Hitchin itself at the 
regional finals before travelling to Ipswich for the semi-finals. Winning 

this stage meant that the team 
would represent south-east 
England in the national finals.

The teams in the final were Pilton 
Community College, St John Lloyd School (Llanelli), St Peter’s High 
School (Wigan), d’Overbroeck’s College (Oxford), High School of 
Glasgow, Scarborough College and Hitchin Boys’ School.

Despite being the youngest team in the final, Hitchin Boys’ School 
came second behind High School of Glasgow. When announcing 
the results, it was pleasing to discover that Rory McPhee had been 
awarded best Vote of Thanks. This was even more special considering 
he was the youngest competitor and had only entered the competition 
to overcome his fear of public speaking! 

By Lee Brown

JunIOR TEaM RunnERS uP In THE YOuTH 
SPEakS naTIOnaL FInaLS

On a Sunny Thursday Lunch time The Chronicle team and a gaggle of 
English students and teachers crowded into Mr Cutler’s J8 classroom 
for a talk by Allain Ngwala on possibly one of the best outcomes of an 
unsuccessful job interview.

He was at Hitchin Boys’ School to discuss his new book Congo: Spirit of 
Darkness which is a gripping story of slavery in the former Belgian colony 
of the Republic of Congo and forms the first part in a trilogy. according to 
Mr ngwala, who has a son in Year 9, the story was written as his legacy 
for his children and was really the product of much historical research in his 
native Congo with members of his own and other local tribes. 

The story follows Layila, a young Congolese child forced into European 
slavery, and journalist, Susan Bailey Dawson, on the hunt to find out more 
of the Congo’s dark past. Critics have called it “the story of their nation’s 
history in a captivating title that evokes the cultural richness of their now 
adulterated homeland—preserving Congo’s original beauty for future 
generations.” and the book has even seen allain ngwala entered into the 
international naaCP Image awards, being nominated for ‘Outstanding 
Literary Work’ – and eventually winning 2nd place. 

This isn’t surprising for a novel written with such passion. allain said that 
when he was writing the book tears would be rolling down his cheeks and 
in the heat of writing the first few chapters he only stopped to eat and sleep 
(with intermittent toilet breaks no doubt). 

all this is especially surprising seeing as allain only came to the uk in 
1991 to study at the university of Hertfordshire, and the book’s inception 

only came about due to the 
frustration resulting from an 
unsuccessful job interview. 
Since then he has been 
back to the Congo and to 
the uS as knowledge of the 
book has spread across the 
globe, with current plans 
to translate the book into 
French. as it happens, his trip 
to the uS proved particularly eventful as allain found himself at the naaCP 
Image awards –  a celebration of black culture –  mixing with guests as 
notable as Samuel L.  Jackson, Beyonce, Will Smith and Eddie Murphy!

Students and teachers had a chance to question ngwala about how to 
improve themselves as writers. His advice was to improve vocabulary and 
writing style by reading more and enjoying what you read. He also told 
the students to “grab the reader” and draw them in so that they can’t put 
the book down in anticipation of what’s going to happen on the next page. 
according to allain this is done by utilising a very ordered structure and one 
which he plans before even putting pen to paper. 

allain ngwala’s book is available on amazon for the very reasonable 
price of £11.53 and he has kindly donated two copies of the book to the 
school library.  

By Peter Saville 11BJ

Local Author Visits The Chronicle Team
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Harry Fowler
after a long and difficult process, the senior 
prefect team has been chosen. I am extremely 
proud and grateful that I have been chosen 
as head boy for the next academic year. I 
look forward to working alongside Cameron 
Barker, Tom Marsh and Phil Jones (deputy 
head boys), Jake king, alex Scott, Remy 
Campbell, Liam Mylles, Harry Spindler and 
Shán khatkar who have also been selected 
as senior prefects. The role of the team is to 
act as a bridge between students of different 

ages and staff so if any students have any 
comments or concerns please feel free to talk 
to one of us.  as head boy my job is to bring 
the best from the senior prefect team and 
to represent the school, a duty which I feel 
honoured to perform. We will be responsible 
for the organisation of charity events, 
supporting school activities and providing a 
student’s perspective to support the teachers 
in making Hitchin Boys’ School a successful 
and rewarding environment to study in. I have 

a passion for music and drama and therefore 
have various ideas about how to work this 
into my role as head boy. Hitchin Boys’ 
School has given me many opportunities in 
the 6 years I have attended and I now want 
to be a part of offering those opportunities 
and more to students of all ages. I look 
forward in welcoming the new year 7 in 
September and performing to the best of my 
ability as head boy.

By Harry Fowler.

Introducing...
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If you were given ten pounds on a whim, what 
would you spend it on? Maybe you’d buy 
sweets and snacks for you and your friends. 
What if the latest book, game or DVD in your 
favourite series had just come out – would you 
put the money towards that? Perhaps sensibility 
would remain the overruling factor; keeping 
the £10 in a money box or a bank might be 
the best option for you.

The same question applied for numerous 
students taking part in Hitchin Boys’ School’s 
Young apprentice and to those currently taking 
Business Studies GCSE. However, for us the 
question was not whether to save practically 
or spend on overpriced snacks, but how we 
would effectively and economically invest our 
money. From this loan, we would have to set up 
our own efficient and functioning business. We 
would be taking part in the “Tenner Challenge”. 

The event has witnessed the passing of 
numerous different names (“Make Your Mark” 
and “Tenner Tycoon” are among the phrases 
used to label this annual event), yet the same 
idea still prevails. Every year, just £10 per 
person is granted to the next generation of 
budding entrepreneurs each hoping to make a 
sizeable profit from their temporary loan.

Enterprise uk ultimately founded this inspiring 
idea in 2007 under the name “Make Your Mark 
With a Tenner”.  This company successfully ran 

the campaign for four years before presenting 
their final competition. Fortunately, Young 
Enterprise (the country’s largest and most thriving 
enterprise education charity) considered this 
the perfect time to get involved and continue 
the legacy of this innovative endeavour. In 
november of 2012, it was confirmed that  
this organisation would be in charge of the 
exciting event.

a constant theme throughout the month of 
enterprise is having a positive impact on the 
local community by aiding and giving back to 
society. Participants can do this in any way they 
wish such as providing a practical service in the 
form of car washing or lawn mowing. Often, as 
contestants are allowed to keep the profit they 
acquire, much of the money obtained is given 
to charity.

Despite the rules of this task being open and 
slightly ambiguous, our school decided to put 
a twist on the assignment. Instead of simply 
purchasing cheap goods and selling them at 
a higher price, we had to either make or add 
value to any products we sold. If we decided 
to sell food, another challenging restriction was 
that each participant would only be able to 
trade for a week so that our business did not 
prove to be too much competition for the school 
canteen. Consequently, sales would have to be 
pushed to ensure that our profit was as high  
as possible.

Only three businesses were allowed to sell 
during school hours, yet these and all other 
competitors were overwhelmingly successful.

One of these business ventures, managed by 
Hamza Lone (8Dg), was to sell asian cuisine 
on the field at lunch. This in particular proved 
an astounding success; the business made over 
£160 profit in just 4 days (the Monday of this 
week was an inset day).

another idea, the business I was part of, sold ice 
creams throughout the week before half term. 
We offered a variety of tasty treats including ice 
cream cones and ice cream (wafer) sandwiches, 
under the arches throughout the week. In total, 
our profit amounted to £101.88.

Other diverse businesses ranged from washing 
cars to selling samosas. Some groups sold 
homemade lemonade whilst other competitors 
decided that milkshakes and brownies would 
earn them the most profit.

Regardless of the money made, the event was 
incredibly enjoyable as well as a unique and 
demanding experience. Despite the task’s 
exciting and challenging qualities, it certainly 
made us think.

Just what could you do with £10?

By Stepan Mysko von Schultze – 8Dg

Ten Pound “Tenner” 
Challenge 
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BUILD REPAIR SUPPORT

Established 1996 Parc Computers has a
reputation as experts in building high
quality PC's and supplying the correct

laptop for the task.  

We also repair PCs and laptops and on average carry
out 1500 repairs annually.  

In addition we now repair iPads.  

We support small to medium size businesses and offer
business contracts.

shop@parc.co.uk | www.parc.co.uk
T: 01462 434082 

@ParcComputers on Twitter 
Like us on Facebook

Parc Computer Centre
68A Hermitage Road, Hitchin, Hertfordshire, SG5 1DB

Microsoft Registered Refurbisher
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At a rather early 7.45 am on Wednesday 5 June, a fleet of three 
coaches, containing nearly every pupil in year 7, departed school. 
Our destinations were two of the finest motte-and-bailey castles in 
existence – Castle Acre Castle and Castle Rising Castle – which were 
located in deepest Norfolk (over two hours north of Hitchin).  The trip 
was run by the history department and it provided the opportunity to 
study the design and structure of the castles, as well as understand how 
they protected themselves from enemy attack.  

after some interesting manoeuvres around some hair-raisingly narrow 
norfolk lanes, we arrived at the first castle in Castle acre, which had 
spectacular views over the surrounding countryside. It was built by the 
norman lord William de Warenne, who was later named the first Earl 
of Surrey by William the Conqueror. De Warenne did more than build 
a castle; he also made a small village with stone-built fortified houses, 
church and abbey – called Castle acre Priory.  

Castle acre Priory was originally situated within the walls of Castle acre 
Castle, but this proved too small and inconvenient for the monks, so 
the Priory was relocated to the present site in the castle grounds about 
a year later. Mr Cutler – our English teacher – told us that at Castle 
acre Priory there was a hidden passage; we looked and even asked 
someone in the gift shop, but we couldn’t find it! Did it exist or was it 
just a myth?

after a picnic in the bailey of Castle acre Castle, we visited Castle 
Rising Castle, which is one of the most famous 12th century castles in 
England. The stone keep built in around 1140 aD, is amongst the best 
surviving examples of its kind anywhere in the country. unlike Castle 
acre Castle, Castle Rising Castle’s main structure is still intact even 
though it is over 850 years old.  It was built by William d’aubigny and 
is currently owned by one of his descendants, Lord Howard of Rising.

We learnt a great deal from the trip but the main thing that stood out 
was the ways in which the castles protected people from their enemies.  
By using a variety of defence mechanisms including thick stone walls, 
building on hills so the enemy could be seen from far away and deep 
moats, which surrounded the castle, they had the tactical advantage.  
The visit gave us first-hand experience of castle structure and design, 
and brought to life what we had learnt in our history lessons. Without 
seeing and exploring the castles, we would not have been able to 
appreciate the sheer size and scale of these structures. The day proved 
that you do not necessarily need to be in a classroom to learn; in fact 
being out of the classroom was arguably an even better way to learn.

By Connor Every and Alfie Cannon

Year 7 Castle Trip
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t: 01462 438712
m: 07985 012071
e: info@blacksquirrelhitchin.com
w: www.blacksquirrelhitchin.com

ENGLISH & MATHS
•TUTORING • EDITING
•PROOFREADING

after twenty four years at Hitchin Boys’ School, The 
Chronicle team caught up with the legendary Mr Rawlings 
in his final term before he embarks on a much-deserved 
retirement filled with Bristol City FC, botany and Brisbane.  

1. What has been your most memorable moment?

•	 	The	ceiling	of	the	Hall	above	the	stage	falling	down	while	
invigilating Geography GCSE (fortunately no boys sitting on the 
stage at the time).

•	 	Walking	into	Church	on	my	first	Founders	Day	not	realising	there	
would be 300 girls present dressed to kill. Started estimating cost 
of the dresses; glad I only have a son.

•	 	The	lightning	strike	with	blue	flame	licking	around	the	floor	of	the	
Head’s Room where I was in a SLT meeting at that time. It made a 
hole in the roof of S6! 

2.   What is your favourite element of Maths to teach  
and why?

  none really. What is important in Mathematics is that you see 
the connection between different elements and you don’t try to 
learn topics in isolation. The definition of Mathematics by Russell: 
“Maths is a set of consistent axioms”

3. What are your 3 top tips for studying Maths?

•	 	Make	sure	you	check	you	can	actually	do	all	the	stuff	that	should	
be easy for you.

•	 	Be	willing	to	ask	when	you	find	that	there	is	something	easy	you	
can’t do; don’t be embarrassed because when you do ask there 
will be five of your mates who can’t do it either.

•	 	Sort	the	above	two	and	that	hole	in	your	knowledge	won’t	catch	
you out when you are doing a higher level topic that requires that 
basic skill six months down the line.

4.  What are your plans for retirement?

•	 Play	more	chess	tournaments	and	county	chess

•	 	Watch	more	sport:	Stevenage	FC;	Bristol	City	FC;	 
Bristol RFC; cricket

•	 Carry	on	study	in	botany	/	horticulture

•	 	Visit	Australia	/	New	Zealand	next	year;	go	to	Ashes	test	 
in Sydney

•	 Walk	some	Long	Distance	Ways	/	Grands	Routiers

5.  Which county cricket side do you support?

 Gloucestershire

6. Who would be in your all-time world cricket XI? 
(I had to have seen them live to be included)

Barry Richards kumar Sangakkara
Sachin Tendulkar Ian Botham
Viv Richards Richard Hadlee
Zaheer	Abbas	 Shane	Warne
Gary Sobers Malcolm Marshall
Michael Holding

Why no greatest Rugby or Football?  Best from my supported teams:
John Pullin   Bristol Rugby
John atyeo  Bristol City FC
Jack Russell  Gloucestershire CC (almost in team above)

an Interview with

Mr Rawlings
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YeAr 11 STudenTS’ WoodWork WonderS
When thinking of coursework, one thinks of dusty, dog-eared folders that every 
now and then appear in a lesson with a new, even more demanding deadline. 
Equally, teachers face all the dread of marking such miracles of literature before 
the exam board comes breathing down their necks. Not so in Technology.
This year, the Technology department has been more ambitious than ever; 
determined to spruce up their final pieces before judgment day.
By Alex Hawkins
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It has been an excellent start to the cricket season for the Hitchin Boys’ 
School teams. At the time of going to press, the year 9 team has 
reached the County Cup semi-final and both the year 8 and 10 sides 
are into the quarter-finals of the County Cup. It has also been a very 
successful year for the year 7 and 9 sides in their district leagues. 
In addition the year 9 team also reached the finals of the 6-a-side 
North Hertfordshire Calypso cricket competition, unfortunately losing 
out in the final.

To date, our First XI has played only once, defeating Enfield GS by 4 
wickets. The year 10s are unbeaten after 4 games and in their latest 
match beat St. George’s by an impressive 69 runs. The year 9s have 
had an amazing campaign, losing only once to Richard Hale. The 
years 8s have played 7, won 5 and lost 2, with a significant win 
against St Edmund’s in the County Cup as they won by 9 wickets. The 
year 7s have also been in great form, winning 7 of the 10 matches 
that they have played, including the destruction of Fearnhill who they 
defeated by 133 runs. Some outstanding year 7 performances have 

included Patrick Sloan’s and Connor Dudley’s strong partnership 
against kingshott where they scored 55 and 53 respectively. Ira Johal 
in year 7 also managed to hit 48 against Sir John Lawes, as well as 
47 against Verulam. There were also brilliant performances from Ben 
Cowell, Max Burrowes, Jason Timm and Connor Dudley who have 
all been called up to the Hertfordshire county team, and Oliver Pitts 
has earned himself a chance to impress after being included in the 
Bedfordshire side.

Everyone involved with Hitchin Boys’ School cricket would like to thank 
the parents who have dedicated time and supported the boys and 
the school during the season. Thank you also to Mr Peter Bracey of 
Bracey’s accountants in Stevenage and Mr Chris Maylin and Loraine 
Endersby of uHY WkH accountants in Letchworth for their generous 
sponsorship of the year 7 shirts and year 9 sleeveless tops respectively. 
Finally, an even bigger thank you to the boys themselves for their 
outstanding performances so far this term.

By Harry Spindler and Mr D. Smith, Director of Cricket.  

THE CRICkET YEaR SO FaR

The year 7 cricket team in their shirts sponsored by Bracey’s Accountants, Stevenage
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The newly-crowned U15 County Cricket Champions who defeated Haberdashers' Aske's in the final.

YOunGSTERS PREVaIL In 
TIGHT SIXTH FORM CLaSH
It’s Friday 3 March: the annual Upper Sixth vs. Lower Sixth football 
match. Last year’s game ended 6-1 and was an action-packed 
event, even though only one side turned up. This year was different, 
though. Throughout the match there was a contest in the centre 
of the park, but a lack of cutting edge from either side. If anyone 
had hoped to come to the Hitchin Town FC ground expecting goals 
galore, they would be seriously disappointed. Nevertheless, the 
game was far from dull.

The first real action came in the twentieth minute, when the year 
13s had a call for a penalty, but it was denied by the linesman. 
However, the ball looked to have hit the defender’s hands which 
had been lifted up from his sides. Soon after, year 13’s Ben Davids 
had a great effort on goal, which looked like it had put the upper 
Sixth side ahead, but the Lower Sixth goalkeeper, Joe Miley, pulled 
off a fairly routine save to tip the ball wide. The half soon died 
down and for the last fifteen minutes, it once again became a 
cautious battle to keep possession in the midfield.

In the second half, the game really came to life. It now felt like 
a game of tennis; this was how quickly the attacks were coming 
backwards and forwards. End-to-end was an understatement! 
Year 12 were the first to test the will of the year 13 keeper with a 

powerful effort from Will Ringe, but he saw the shot pushed round 
the post by Skeels. Harry Folgate came on after that chance and 
dominated the left wing, creating many plays for the year 12 side 
and forcing year 13 to double up at the back. There were many 
chances but nothing powerful enough to break the deadlock and 
finish the game off. after the 90 minutes and still no goal, the game 
was taken to the dreaded ‘Golden Goal’.

Year 12 entered the ‘Golden Goal’ just as they had finished the 
second half: in control and looking the more likely of the two 
to score. Year 13 did produce a promising counter-attack 10 
minutes in and took the ball up the field, but year 12 skipper Tom 
Marsh made a tactical foul to allow his players to come back 
and regroup. It was soon Davids who broke the deadlock and 
secured victory for the youngsters. a Mandela chip into the box 
was headed clear by tireless midfielder Steve Bryan, and a smart 
move involving Edwards and Waterman saw the ball squared to 
Ben Davids who exquisitely wrong-footed the keeper and smashed 
the ball home.

Year 12 had won the game! Davids was mobbed by his 
teammates and the year 12 fans invaded the pitch to also surround 
Ben for his excellent finish to the game. The man of match for his 
tireless	runs	and	selfless	game	play	was	Harry	Folgate	who	also	
regularly gave a big scare to opposing defenders whenever he 
made a run. an excellent victory for the year 12 youngsters. 

By Harry Spindler.
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HBS anD HGS TEaCHERS 
HELD TO a DEaDLOCk
On a sunny Friday afternoon when many had quickly scurried 
home from school in order to prepare for exams, I was unfortunate 
enough to witness a match involving men and women who probably 
should not return to a football pitch anytime soon. Although all of 
these teachers have their different areas of expertise with which they 
educate their pupils, this experience demonstrated that none of them 
was an expert in the art of football.

The game started poorly for the HBS staff after they conceded two 
early goals. and it was only the second goal that forced them to 
wake up and get into the game. Gradually, Mr. Dawson began to 
pull out all of the skills in an attempt to get the HBS staff back into 
the game and he was well supported by Mr Pinhorn’s heroics in 
defence. Soon enough the scores were levelled and Mr. Cutler was 
the man to get a brace with a firmly-struck goal from outside the 
area into the corner and a penalty.  

unfortunately, HBS rested on their laurels far too much, literally 
gifting HGS staff a goal and the game seemed all but over. With 
only a few minutes on the clock, HBS staff needed a goal and fast. 
Quickly, they heaped more and more pressure on the HGS team 
who now had all 8 players in their own half. Mr. Dawson took the 
ball from HBS staff’s own half, skinned a handful of defenders, yet 
just when it looked like the glory was going to be his, he blasted the 
ball over the bar (not for the first time in the match, I should add!). 
Mr. Warburton also had a number of promising efforts denied, and 
even Mr. Pinhorn’s surging run, which resembled Linvoy Primus in his 
prime, was tipped wide just as it looked to be sailing into the top 
corner. However, the man who had saved the side twice already, 
stepped up. Cutler had blended in since his goals and after passing 
the ball around the edge of the area, waiting for a chance, the 
ball fell perfectly in front of his feet and so without even thinking, he 
smashed it into the bottom corner. 

HGS staff must have felt hurt by throwing away the lead twice, 
however HBS would have been wondering how they didn’t win  
the game with the fantastic runs they had made but they were  
not clinical enough in front of goal. My man of the match was the 
hat-trick hero, Mr. Cutler.  

By Harry Spindler

The year 9 cricket team sporting their sleeveless jumpers sponsored by UHY WKH Accountants, Letchworth
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in the latest sports council meeting, the idea of introducing new 
school sports was discussed. the suggestion was made to take 
more of an American approach. 

The americans are proud of their four major sports: american 
football, ice hockey, basketball and baseball. unlike Britain, 
however, american schools also include foreign sports that at one 
time were not especially popular in the States. For instance soccer is 
now a major part of their curriculum and the introduction of lacrosse 
and cricket has been successful. Britain also has four major sports: 
hockey, cricket, rugby and soccer. But generally we do not have any 
unusual, foreign sports involved in our curriculum. 

One common argument for this is that american sports are not being 
played nationally or professionally; there is a lack of personnel 
that can actually coach them. although a reasonable reason, the 
legacy of the Olympics was to create an environment of sport that 
would range from the traditional rugby and cricket to the unfamiliar 
worlds of handball and basketball for the next generation of sporting 
personalities and Olympians. Yet we are struggling to see any 
serious movement or projects to help develop these sports. In order 
to do this we need to hire people who can teach these sports and 
are willing to help spread their knowledge about them. The idea 
that because few people know how to play these sports, it is a 
good enough reason not to introduce them, really shows a lack of 
consideration for the Olympic legacy.

In terms of introducing american sport into Hitchin Boys’ School, one 
main concern would be the number of pupils actually willing to play 
american sports. Within Hitchin Boys’ School it actually appears 
that a large proportion of the Sixth Form and lower years would 
relish the opportunity to play american football. When I attempted 
to encourage the introduction of american football in school, many 
Lower School pupils approached 
me to ask if this would actually 
happen and they seemed to be 
really excited about it. Starting 
with the youngsters in school would 
be an effective way to allow the 
popularity of these american sports 
to develop as they move higher up 
the school. Beginning with house 
competitions would potentially 
allow us to create a school that 
could compete against other 
schools in american sports.

I can hear it now, though: head 
teachers closing down all ideas of 
playing american football due to 
the risk of injury! But, my research 

suggests that rugby now has the higher injury rate per capita due 
more of the body being unguarded. Many think only of the tackle 
situation, but this does not necessarily provide accurate data. In 
rugby, injuries are frequently seen from front row issues affecting 
the neck, back and legs. admittedly, both sports are risky, yet we 
are a school willing to play rugby, perhaps because we always 
have done so.  One idea might be for school to integrate the rugby 
players into a parallel american football team, which could well 
bring more success to the school. This has happened in america and 
the success it can bring can be seen through northampton Saints’ 
forward Samu Manoa whose participation in american football as 
a youngster played an important role in his success as a professional 
rugby player.

american football is a massively growing sport across the globe. 
Britain, Germany and Spain are the major nations aiming to take 
it forward in the European continent. The British american Football 
association (BaFa) is attempting to get sports channels such as Sky 
Sports and the BBC to broadcast more matches as an attempt to 
increase the level of interest for the sport. They are also working hard 
in order for american football to be introduced into the national 
Curriculum. Therefore, eventually, we could well start seeing the 
sport within the uk and on a more local basis in our school, even 
if only in the form of after school teams, training sessions or taster 
sessions which would help students get involved in the sport. Perhaps 
one day it may be on a larger scale and even be introduced in the 
curriculum. Before long, when you have your P.E. lesson on a crisp, 
sunny, november morning, you might just be playing quarterback 
or working on throw interceptions rather than rucking and mauling.

Written by Harry Spindler.

aMERICan FOOTBaLL In SCHOOLS
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The cold, sleepy-eyed start of Friday morning was almost overwhelming 
for the 74 students and 10 members of staff who arrived for the 5 
minibuses which were soon to take them to the famous Jurassic coast 
of Dorset. Fortunately, the brilliant variety of music, including “songs 
from musicals” in Mr Brown’s bus, was able to abruptly rouse the 
passengers into consciousness before we arrived. 

Dorset is a World Heritage Site and is known, globally, for its iconic 
Jurassic landscape which has been formed over millions of years by the 
ferocious sea that slowly erodes the rock, creating the famous coastal 
formations we see today. This was what year 10 were here to study for 
their coastal zone module. Work started as soon as we arrived at the 
first beach. The assessment task was to find out how the famous Chesil 
Beach was formed: a hypothesis that is debated by many geologists. 
Over the course of the weekend, we studied the landscape and visited 
many impressive areas such as Lulworth Cove and Durdle Door.

In the evening, we checked into the hotel in Weymouth and were 
greeted with warm food and comfortable rooms. The huge crowd 
outside were sadly not waiting to cheer and greet Hitchin Boys’ School, 
but were in fact only there for the local secondary school prom. 

after dinner on both night, more work was done such as plotting onto 
graphs the results gathered during the day and writing up the research 
carried out previously. This would form the basis of our mock controlled 

assessment to be completed when we returned to school. after all the 
work was done, we were allowed to venture out into the town of 
Weymouth before sleeping soundly following hard day’s work. 

Thankfully, each morning, a wonderful breakfast buffet of bacon, eggs 
and sausages was waiting to be keenly devoured. Perhaps too much 
bacon was consumed as, ironically, there was a large landslide at 
Durdle Door the week after we left, showing us that the landscape is 
constantly changing!

By Sam Cave

Year 10 dorset Trip

It’s an exciting time at The Pilates Pod; North 
Hert’s premier dedicated Pilates centre. We’re 
now offering Sports Massage and Yoga as well 
as our popular Pilates classes and Personal 
Training. You can expect the same small classes 
(max 8 per class), highly trained professionals and 
booking fl exibility as usual, but now with even 
more variety. 

SPECIAL OFFER!
Private Pilates Class 
£250 for you & 4 friends 
4 weeks (studio only) 

Book today using promo code VIP4

Beginners 4 week Intro to Pilates courses
Small Matwork & Pregnancy Pilates classes
1:1 Reformer Machine Pilates 
Sports Massage
We come to you: Pilates at home
NEW - Yoga courses (starts in April)
NEW - Pilates for Runners Class & Run

NOT JUST
GREAT
PILATES

107 Bancroft, Hitchin, SG5 1NB

01462 338 002
www.thepilatespod.co.uk

Knights Templar 134x180.indd   1 2/27/2013   11:42:30 PM
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explore creative freedom, 
engage your audience.
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print
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as the middle of March arrives in the 
calendar, the general student response is 
to let out a desperate sigh. The season 
of exam results, mocks, and general 
increased workload is usually a bleak time 
of year for everyone sitting their a-Levels, 
and you’d do well to find a reliable source 
of smiles and laughter. Fortunately our plea 
was acknowledged by Richard Curtis and 
Lenny Henry all the way back in 1985, 
and subsequently they created a subtle 
mid-March pick-me-up, appropriately 
named Comic Relief. now as we all 
know, the charity actually has much wider 
goals than simply to offer a joke or two, 
with Comic Relief-funded projects located 
all over the World, from sub-Saharan 
africa to the council estates of London. It 
is a great foundation that needs as much 
support as it can get, whether it be the 
donations generated by a BBC telethon, 
or the spare change out of someone’s 
wallet, it all counts and all goes to the 
same cause, so we thought we would get 
involved. 

Over recent years, it has become a 
tradition that Hitchin Boys’ School 
dedicates the week leading up to Comic 
Relief or Sports Relief to fundraising, and 
to create as big a donation as possible to 
support the charity. Last year the sum was 
in the top 25 for fundraising schools, and 
we wanted to try and achieve similar if not 
better success with our campaign this year. 
as part of the tradition, the headteacher, 
Mr Brown, gave the Senior Prefect Team 
the responsibility of organising the various 
events, which is far more difficult and 
stressful than you would think, just ask 

andy Smith. However we relished the 
challenge and started planning in early 
January, to try and produce the best HBS 
Comic Relief the school has ever seen… 

We started proceedings off on the Friday 
before the storm, with the most original 
of our ideas – the Mufti-Day. Despite it 
not originally featuring in our plans, the 
majority of the school arrived wearing 
a variation of red clothing due a slight 
communication error, but we played 
along and arguably it was a better day 
for it. The events kicked-off with another 
traditional fundraiser: the penalty shoot-out. 
This was a great success, with students 
of all ages paying 50p to come and try 
their luck with three penalties against our 
year 13 goalkeepers. The blaring music 
coming out of the Old Gym also attracted 
an enthusiastic crowd, and the atmosphere 
was ideal to kick-start the Comic Relief 
spirit. 

The next event was the infamous stocks, 
and we managed to persuade a few of 
the teachers to provide popular targets 
to allow students to get some redemption 
with wet sponges. Despite the frosty 
temperatures, and even some snow, both 
staff and pupils showed great Comic Relief 
dedication to bear the elements and make 
an event of it. The likes of Mr Mansfield, 
Mr Terry and notably, Dr Towalski, all 
generated long lines of students who 
wanted revenge for the odd detention or 
two, and after a slow start it turned into 
an eventual triumph. What followed was 
arguably our most successful event, with 
the testosterone-fuelled ‘Obstacle Course 

in Sumo Suits Challenge’.  Throughout 
Thursday, each year up to year 10 was 
allowed to miss a period to either spectate 
or participate on the course that we had 
created. With a parachute, tyres, benches 
and an abundance of high-jump mats, it 
was quite a sight; with all the students’ 
eyes widening when they witnessed it. 
Everyone who paid their £1 to have a 
go gave it their best effort, even if that 
sometimes ended up with them stranded 
in the suits and unable to move. along 
with the teachers’ races at lunch, the 
event raised a large amount of money that 
boosted our overall total, and considering 
the complexity of managing it, it exceeded 
all of our expectations. 

For the final Comic Relief event, the school 
showed its community side, as the drama 
and music departments ventured into 
the town centre to perform and entertain 
the public, with a few less talented ones 
(such as I) given the notorious job of 
bucket-shaking. again the weather wasn’t 
particularly generous, however the acts in 
the town square attracted a healthy crowd 
and the buckets slowly started to fill. From 
bands and instrumentals to magic and 
comedy sketches, a variation of skills and 
talents were on show to the Hitchin public; 
and after helping out with the counting 
of the coinage afterwards, I can safely 
say that all of the performances were 
appreciated.  Overall it was a great week, 
and an admirable effort to raise money  
for charity from everyone. HBS, you’ve 
done well.      

By Jack Colman

Let’s do Comic  
relief – HBS Style 
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Thursday 28 March: Forty-five year eights and nines 
left the UK at eleven in the morning for a fun-filled 
four days in Catalonia, a region on the east-coast of 
Spain. When I woke that morning I was bubbling over 
with a mix of anticipation and extremely tired eyes. 
But once we were on our way to Southend Airport 
ready to jet off to sunny Spain, the fatigue was 
replaced completely with sheer excitement! Before we 
knew it we were above the clouds, zooming across 
the Mediterranean Sea and the Pyrenees mountain 
range. The immediate warm air was heavenly, and 
having the opportunity to wear only a t-shirt outdoors 
was pretty spectacular, especially when the weather 
back home had been far from pleasant! The hotel was 
also great; we spent the first afternoon relaxing there, 
taking a dip in the FREEZING cold outside pool and 
then we had an evening trip to the beach. 

Friday 29th March: Everyone was up at seven sharp, and we 
reluctantly got washed and dressed. after a brisk breakfast we left 
the hotel and got on the coach, ready for a bus-tour of Barcelona 
City with our guide, Sonya! Firstly we stopped off near the Sagrada 
Familia, meaning Family Church, and observed the amazing building 
that it was. It was built by Dali, a famous Spanish artist who resided 
in Barcelona for much of his life, especially when designing and 
constructing some of his architectural works. We were then able to 
walk freely around the area of the Cathedral and mingle around 
the stalls. To top off the day, we explored the Gaudi Park, and saw 
some of the continent’s most famous buildings and sites. Well … we 
couldn’t exactly visit Barcelona and miss the stadium! The nou Camp 
was huge, and getting to see the changing rooms and being able to 
stand a metre from the pitch was phenomenal! after what seemed like 
a long day, we got back to the hotel and had a quick dinner, before 
heading off to the local bowling alley.

Saturday 30th March: We had a long coach journey ahead of us this 
morning, as we were heading north to Girona: a city with a famous 
cathedral and Jewish quarter. We arrived, and the atmosphere was 
amazing. The city was noticeably more authentic than Barcelona, 

because the tourist industry was not as great; this allowed us to get 
even more of a taste of the traditional culture of Spain as a country 
and Catalonia as a region. The houses and shops were placed along 
windy streets that twisted and turned and they were all of different 
colours, shapes and sizes, from bright yellow to dark reds. The Jewish 
culture allowed us to really explore the ethnicity of this part of Europe, 
and discover how ways of life are determined because of faith, 
background or origin. We then took a drive to the Dali Museum which 
was decorated with eggs for Easter and had an outstanding glass 
dome above. We split into small groups and lead ourselves around 
the museum, to witness some amazing art, sculpture and architecture. 
after an extremely tiring day, the evening disco was enough to make 
us sleep, ready for the wonderful day we had ahead!

Sunday 31st March: The day had come … a visit to Port aventura! 
Huge, scary rollercoasters and vast water slides were some of the 
amazing rides at the theme park, which was almost a city in itself! It 
was split up into different villages, all of which represented different 
parts of the world, and I think we just about got to visit all of them. 
There was Polynesia, China, México, Mediterránia and the Far West, 
which is where we spent most of our time. all the buildings and shops 
were the traditional Western american style, and the atmosphere felt 
just like it too. It was the same for all of the different areas, which 
made the experience all the more different and exciting. We must 
have ridden the Silver River Flume nearly ten times, and Tutuki Splash 
down in Polynesia was just fantastic. Seeing the teachers on it too 
was hilarious! The weather was beautiful all day, with not a cloud in 
sight, a bright blue sky and the tropical sun –heavenly!

Monday 1st april: Travel, travel, travel and, some more travel 
anyone? Coming back was hard, especially seeing as the weather 
was so nice in Spain, and we knew that back home it would be cold 
again. We left good-old Hotel koppers early in the morning, to drive 
off	to	the	airport,	where	we’d	fly	back	to	the	UK	and	have	to	put	our	
coats on once again! and, I know that Port aventura wasn’t exactly 
the most educational experience, but to be honest: what a way to 
conclude an undeniably brilliant trip!

By Oscar Ings

españa 2013
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tHe LiterAry cHronicLe

FREEDOM
They only wanted freedom,
not riches, not money, not land,
Freedom.

Governments hang on to threads with iron gloves,
bringing hellfire from above, 
but all they wanted was freedom.

Bullets come down on innocents like hail,
puncturing the skin between humility and the monster inside.
Step into the fiery pit of dust and darkness.
This “Government of the people” know no sorrow;
they started the war so they will finish it
by poisoning their cities, which are theirs no more.

Leave the ashes behind innocents,
Run from dictatorships,
this government has slaughtered you like livestock,
they fed you up then shot you down.
There is no care here,
just evil.

Your leaders do not control you,
your leaders do not have you on reins,
and your leaders do not have the right.
So run before they take your freedom.

By Sam Wannell

FIRE
Fire is a wild beast of destruction and chaos,
It	starts	small	but	grows	in	a	flash,
It is an angry force of death and power,
It can quickly turn life to ash.

Fire conquers the land with an army of heat,
Its simple evil plan,
It goes to war with its watery enemy,
and escapes to wherever it can.

Fire is a living, breathing creature,
It is a parasite,
It lives as long as the life it consumes,
and won’t die without a fight.

Fire is a light, but fire is dark.

By Max Rose

TakEn FROM WRITInG InSPIRED 
BY THE OPEnInG OF SAving 
PrivATe rYAn (written in controlled 
assessment conditions)
“Thirty seconds ‘til landing,” barked a soldier from metres away, 
though the brutal conditions tranquilised me so much that I heard 
nothing but my inner demons shrieking. Some men stumbled 
gingerly	as	even	more	rain	hammered	down,	deflecting	off	
the helmets worn by the soldiers. My heart was a time bomb. 
Synchronised with constant ticking, it pounded its cage; just one 
unsagacious move and it would explode. The light was vacuumed 
from my frozen face when the daunting shore came into focus. 
I twitched with anxiety. Periscoping my head, I observed brutal 
scenes I longed to forget. Silhouetted figures scrambled among the 
darkness of the beach for more ammunition and then they would 
hone in on the next boat, desiccating all the life from it with a 
round of bullets. Soon it would be us. Did we have a chance of 
surviving?

Incredulously, I envisaged the onslaught. Death didn’t seem distant; 
it was standing next to me, waiting. The haunting cranks of the 
interlocking spines releasing the ramp to my almost certain death, 
made my brain winge wretchedly. With every tramuatising click 
of the whirling spiral, I was closer to my death. Muttering soldiers 
beckoned to God in an attempt to save them. The mechanical 
clinking lowered the ramp and in an instant, wailing cries of the 
devil signified the German guns twizzling on their hinges and 
ploughing bullets into our ship like a bulldozer. Spurted blood 
impaired my vision. I felt bullets whistle past my helmet as I 
was thrusted from the obliterated boat. Without realising, I was 
launched into the sea, oblivious of the situation…

By Andrew Baird

SEMI-PRECIOuS PLanET
Behind citrine branches and emerald leaves,
Hides a jade coloured blur, soaring through trees.
Fiery opal streaks, he looks astounding,
Flies through the forest taking in his surroundings.
 
a ruby fire with splashes of amber.
Three men around it but then they clamber,
up a hill, there’s a noise, they assume it’s a fiend,
They run away; missing the stunning creature they could have seen.
 
a barren landscape befalls the three friends.
They missed out on the splendour that nature could lend.
In	an	instant	they	fled	because	of	their	fright,
Could have laid eyes upon a majestic sight.
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Behind citrine branches and emerald leaves,
The messenger of nature soars through the trees.
nature told him to show the three men his beauty,
as a magnificent bird it was his duty.
The three men missed it, they ran away,
His beauty, all beauty is ignored to this day.

THEn, nOW anD WHaT THE 
FuTuRE WILL HOLD
We are not logical,
no-one thinks of the bad in times of good,
Or times of good in those that are bad,
We never think of the present.
The past is a dent in the bonnet,
and the future is a shadow getting larger and larger.

What is the present?
The past which we always think of,
Was always once a present,
and the shadow is getting larger.
So black, dark and intimidating.
and when it comes, it’s unimportant,
and once again ignored.

Once the shadow has passed
It becomes a dent in our memory,
Even though before it was so scary,
When it was happening, it was nothing,
and whilst it was happening, we were already frightened,
Of the next shadow; a small dot in the distance.

Thanks to United Press for publishing “Then, now and What the 
Future Will Hold” in the “national Poetry Anthology 2013” and 
“Semi-Precious Planet” in “A gathering of Minds”.

When do humans ever think about magnificence? From where 
does it derive? What are the origins of the idea itself? Who 
decides what splendour is and why does it exist at all?
These questions ultimately inspired the two poems above. 
Evidently, the first of these poems is a less subtle reference to the 
brilliance that eternally surrounds us and although the second 
may seem more related to wasted time, it does have a strong 
connection with the thoughts above: excellence constantly 
presenting itself.

and really - it does!

With busy and eventful lives, how often do we really take a 
moment to appreciate the world around us? When have we 
thanked the birds for issuing that melodious tranquillity? Who 
regularly compliments nature for boasting that serene, cerulean 
sky? Despite these beautiful incidents regularly occurring (although 
the latter is debatable; we live in England after all), our hectic 
minds rarely have time to value this everyday majesty what with a 
maelstrom of significant thoughts tearing through our minds.

“Then, now and What the Future Will Hold” is essentially about 
living in the moment, forgetting about what has happened and 
what is going to happen in the near future by seizing the day. 
This is strongly linked to the idea that we never appreciate our 
surroundings or the joyous things that may be happening at this 
very moment. Perhaps life itself may be more enjoyable if we think 
about the present and take a moment to look at the wonder that 
does always exist. This is the predominant reason that I am so 
grateful for the publishing of the poems. Hopefully it will inspire 
and make people look for the good, even if it seems like darkness 
is endlessly enveloping your deteriorating optimism. after all as 
they say, (forgive the cliché) every cloud has a silver lining.

By - Stepan Mysko von Schultze 8Dg
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Every child is important!  That is our motto

When you come to YoungEducation you are taught by 
qualified teachers, who know their subjects and feel 
passionately about them. English is the corner-stone of 
achievement supporting each and every subject - good 
English and Maths are the keys which open the doors to a 
successful future.  We can help them cut that key properly!

Knebworth Centre Hitchin Centre
121 London Road 30 Market Place
Knebworth, Herts Hitchin, Herts
SG3 6EX SG5 1DY

01438 811606 01462 450373

      Mobile: 07854230158

info@youngeducation.co.uk   www.youngeducation.co.uk

PRIVATE TUITION

falcon

shades digital bring you
the falcon pullup...

...an economy priced pullup banner 
printed to our high quality lightstop material 

with matt laminate and carry bag

call 01707 878011
info@shadesdigital.co.uk

£79.00
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Boston Shaken by Terror                                                                
The Boston Marathon, an annual event in the City of Boston, 
Massachusetts. It attracts 500,000 spectators each year, drawn to 
watch over 20,000 runners complete the gruelling course. But, this 
year the marathon drew media attention not for the joyous nature of 
the event which brings the people of this city together, but for the brutal 
acts of two men.

The Boston Marathon this year took place on the 15th april. Flocks of 
people crowded the area around the finish line, intent on seeing friends 
and loved ones cross the finish line. The crowds cheered and waved 
as the runners finished, relieved after running the strenuous marathon. 
But then, at 2:49 p.m. local time, an explosion rocked the sidewalk 
by the finish line. a brief fireball could be seen, followed by a plume 
of smoke. Debris was thrown over the crowds. One man was seen to 
be thrown across the road as he neared the finish line. Then, just 13 
seconds later, another explosion. The cheers and joy of the crowd were 
replaced with screams of terror, an air of fear and confusion as people 
tried to escape the chaos. 

Over the next few days, the story started to unfold with the subsequent 
police investigation. The explosions had been caused by two pressure 
cooker bombs, filled with ball bearings and nails. The people that did 
this had been intent on causing pain to this innocent city. 264 people 
had been injured as a result of the explosions and 3 people were killed, 
one of them an 8 year old boy. On the 18th april the FBI released 
images of their suspects – the brothers Tamerlan and Dzokhar Tsaraev. 

The same day that the photos were released, the brothers shot dead a 
police officer before stealing an SuV in Watertown, 6 miles from Boston. 
The carjacking was reported and a police operation then resulted. 
Police confronted the brothers and gunfire was exchanged between the 
two parties. Sounds of guns and explosions, caused by grenades, rung 
out across the neighbourhood. People hid in their houses, fearful of what 

was taking place outside their door. In the frightening scene that took 
place Tamerlan was apprehended by police, with injuries, and Dzokhar 
scrambled into the SuV, before driving barbarically towards police. In 
the action he drove over his brother, before then evading police road 
blocks and going into hiding. Tamerlan was taken to hospital, but later 
died from his injuries.

Police were desperate to capture Dzokhar and bring him to justice. a 
mist of tension settled over Watertown, with SWaT teams in armoured 
vehicles descending on the area and FBI agents cooperating with local 
police to locate the dangerous man.  The search was extensive, with 
officers going from door-to-door, in an attempt to gain information. Then, 
police received an awaited call. a local man had spotted Dzokhar in 
his tarpaulin covered boat. Police, SWaT and FBI officers swarmed 
to the area, a helicopter hovered above, people looked on in fright. 
When a hand was seen pushing the tarpaulin, police were forced to 
open fire on the boat to apprehend the suspect, before a ceasefire was 
called and officers moved in. The second Boston Marathon bomber 
was arrested and taken to a hospital to be treated, before he could be 
taken to prison. The mood that followed was one of grief for the dead 
but also, for some, a sense of relief. The tension had risen and the 
people of Boston and Watertown were now safe in their homes. 

The Boston Marathon bombers were brought to justice, and those killed 
in the horrific attack will always be remembered. americans remain 
united, along with their government, on the view that terror will never 
rip america apart. It will only force people together to cooperate in 
stopping acts of violence, to help others that suffer from violence and to 
help bring those responsible to justice.

By Jonathan McAllister
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discover online success

web planning 
is your website attracting the right people? 
does it deliver the message you want?

web production
is your website easy to update and 
is your navigation clear and simple?  

web promotion
is your website showing in the search    
engines for your targeted keywords? 

web analytics
do you know how effective each form of 
advertising is for you?

identities have been protected to ensure anonymity

Dear Agnes, After opting to study Resistant Materials as part of my GCSEs, I 
seem to be developing a certain passion for wood. Is this weird? 
Year 10 pupil

I suppose that it would only be mature of me to attempt to respond to your query 
with a certain degree of empathy and understanding (pause). Well, whatever 
way you look at this, I’m sure that a certain interest in carpentry is a definite way 
to spruce up your life. Whether you are heading for the beech and need a new 
spade; pining for a new spice rack; or yew are simply sick-o’-more homework 
and need to relax, a love of woodwork will take your mind, and grain of 
thought, away from all the hustle and bustle. Carpentry has been rooted in our 
civilisation for millennia, and I can guarantee that if you persevere, you will-ow’ 
much of your success in the future to the technology department. You’ll never  
be-leaf where this could take you!
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Apparently, Mrs Christou mentioned my last article 
in assembly a few weeks ago. I can’t attest to that, 
because I think I’d fallen asleep by then.

Before my eyes clanged shut like the school gates there was something 
about exams, which as we all know are Serious Business. (Srs. Bsns.) 
Everyone has them. Everyone hates them. Hurdles. a thing to be 
endured, like the cuddles of your over-affectionate auntie. GCSE’s 
were a cakewalk compared to this. I would very much like a piece of 
cake right now. It would render the diatribes of Edwin Chadwick or 
the nauseating vanity of The Kite runner’s narrator almost bearable. 

unfortunately, I have no cake. and I very much wish I did, because 
cake never makes you lie, unlike exams.

George Orwell once said, “Let the meaning choose the words.” 
He was referring to the growing trend in the early 20th century of 
adopting what we might now call execu-speak to cloud your intentions 
in pretention, the effect being an authoritative tone at the expense of 
any real substance. 

When I was at the Turner Contemporary gallery in Margate a few 
days ago, I came across an exhibit by a Belgian group called 
agency, who claimed their “assembly” (i.e. the exhibit) “speculates 
topologically on a different question of the performative consequences 
of the apparatus of intellectual property for an ecology of art practices 
and paying attention to other types of agencies.” 

I went to look at something else after a few minutes. Rather ironically, 
the exhibition was called ‘Curiosity’.

‘assembly: Curiosity’ by agency is an extreme example, but I 
recognise the same intent in the language I have to use in essays. 
I can’t say “I think Stalin won the battle for Soviet leadership in the 
1920’s because he was able to outwit his opponents, had many 
useful powers as General Secretary of the Party and in his other 
roles in the Party, and was the most appealing of the leadership 
candidates as he was the moderate of the five” because it sounds 
unacademic. Instead I have to say that “It is an inarguable conclusion 
that Stalin was able to ascend to unchallenged supremacy as the 
leader of the Communist Party and the Soviet state because of his 
nationally-permeating political powers as the occupant of the highest 
bureaucratic	offices	in	the	Party	and	the	fledgling	government…”	etc.

not nearly on the level of ‘Curiosity’ or every document issued by any 
government ever (Ever.) but bad enough to make my skin crawl at the 
wasted words rolling across the page.

That said, the alternative is the entirely fact-based exams offered by 
Michael	Gove.	So	it’s	either	‘academic’	waffle	or	facts	and	nothing	
but facts. Facts at least would offer exams a bit more direction, 
something this article decidedly lacks.

Cake.

By Liam Mylles

CommonCOMMEnTS FROM THE

Room
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www.aspirekitchensandbedrooms.co.uk

sales@aspirekitchensandbedrooms.co.uk

01462 733 988           07802 689 247 15 Tansy Avenue
Stotfold, Hitchin

Herts.  SG5 4GJ

white goods supplied


